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Any questions from parents can be sent to: sarah@emeraldant.com

Venture out with a parent or older sibling. You will need a camera or phone for taking photos. Look at the flowers and
plants. You’ll see campion, foxgloves, dandelion, daisies, tree blossoms, and much more.

Some of the tiniest flowers are the most beautiful. You might
find a gem like the tiny deep blue Germander Speedwell that
covers fields like a carpet.
You might prefer strange and wonderful shapes like curly ferns,
spikey nettles, Lords and Ladies, but watch out, these are
poisonous!

Read about poisonous plants before you go out!
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2019/02/uk-poisonous-plants/

Choose a plant and take some photos, a phone is fine for this. Photograph it from the sides and the top. Zoom in
and get some close ups, then you can really see the structure and texture of your plant. If you can’t get outside
here are some plants below. Can you identify them?

When you get home look at the photos. Observe the shape, colour, texture and pattern. Think about what you like
best about your plant. Do you the different parts of your plant?

Do some sketches. This is a good way of getting to know your plant. If you have some paints or coloured pencils
colour it in, or just make colour swatches and notes on the side of your drawing. Look for the shapes that make up
your plant and choose a shape that you like. This could be the whole flower outline, or a petal, or another part.

Here is my flower. It’s a campion.

And here’s my first sketch with a colour swatch…

Think about how you would make such a hat. It’s important to understand the making process before
you design your hat. Watch the ‘Making your Hat’ video at www.emeraldant.com/bluebell You’ll see that
we start with a piece of thick foam that fits around the head, which is joined by elastic. From this we
build upwards and outwards with sticks, or staple on larger pieces of foam.

You can build any shape this way:
The hats in the photos below are made from sheets of foam that are
painted and decorated. Some, like the yellow ones on the left, have
sticks or wire inside to give them structure.
Why do you think we use foam instead of metal or cardboard?

Now have some fun playing with ideas. Remember, in Step 4 you did a drawing of the flower and took a
shape from it. I did a campion and took a heart shaped petal:

Create a sheet of design ideas, based upon 1 or 2 shapes of your plant. Do one finished design in colour. If you don’t
have colours you can write notes, for example, you can say ‘bluebell blue’ for the colour. Draw the person wearing the
hat so I can see how big it is going to be.

My initial ideas

My second sheet of designs

My final hat design….

Some handy tips…
Remember, this hat is designed for wearing outdoors in a wood, so try to not to make it…

I look forward to seeing your hat designs! Please send the design sheet (as a pdf preferably) to school
at office@greenford.dorset.sch.uk or office@sticklands.dorset.sch.uk and they will send them on to
me. The email header should read ‘Bluebell Hat for Sarah’. We will choose some to put on our website.

